
Firstly a very happy, healthy and prosperous New Year 
to all – and in respect of the latter we look forward to 
playing our part!! With Q1 very much the ‘tax quarter’ we 
thought it appropriate to provide an update of how we 
expect the next few months to play out.

For ease, we have brought together the most frequently 
asked questions from advisers and investors alike in a 
Q&A format.

What is the strength of Seneca’s deal flow heading 
towards tax year end?

Our deal pipeline is well advanced, particularly as deals 
which we had hoped would complete in the last few 
weeks of 2016 have slipped into early 2017. These deals 
have to tick all our boxes before we complete and there is 
no compromise on that. The upshot is that we now expect 
around 8 to 10 investments to complete before 5th April 
– so our Investment Team can expect some long hours in
the next few weeks in bringing these deals through.

What types of businesses are in the pipeline?

It’s a fairly wide spread of sectors and an even mix of 
profitable, established and earlier stage opportunities. 
Also, a 70/30 split between private company and AIM 
listed deals looks likely to be maintained.

Is the date an investor subscribes the date on which 
tax reliefs are based?

No. Tax reliefs are based on the date(s) we invest an 
investor’s money. With our Portfolio Service, an investor 
will receive between 4 to 6 investments across a period 
of time, each made on a different date. In our Managed 
Storage EIS Fund, an investor will have their shares allotted 
shortly after subscription formalities are completed with 
the custodian (The Share Centre).
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For investors who plan to invest in Q1, will they be 
fully invested for carry back purposes before 5th 
April?

The Portfolio Service offers each investor 4 to 6 investments 
each time they invest. To ensure we can provide a diverse 
spread of investments, in the ordinary course of events 
it can take around 9 months to achieve full investment 
for an investor. Anyone investing now may well see one 
or two investments before 5th April but realistically full 
investment before the end of the tax year won’t happen 
via the Portfolio Service at this late stage. 

The Seneca Managed Storage EIS Fund is however able 
to achieve full investment before tax year end provided 
completed applications and cleared funds are received by 
29th March. The Seneca Managed Storage EIS Fund can 
therefore be used by investors seeking carryback to the 
2015/16 tax year. 

You gave an undertaking that all investors who 
subscribed before 30th November and required 
carry back would be fully invested on or before 5th 
April. Will this undertaking be met?

Yes! We gave this commitment based on the strength 
of our deal flow and whilst we did envisage more in the 
way of completed deals in Q3 and Q4 2016, these are 
now expected to complete during Q1 2017, along with a 
number of other deals as outlined above.

How does the Managed Storage EIS Fund meet the 
carry back need?

Firstly, this is a specific fund which has targeted a £10m 
fundraise across 2 companies. (Full details are available 
upon request). Half of this has already been raised leaving 
around another £5m still available. Subject to capacity still 
being available, cleared monies received into the fund on 
or before 29th March 2017 will be invested in this tax year 
and therefore be available for carry back to 2015/16. 
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This asset backed fund is proving popular and offers 
something quite different from our Portfolio Service. The 
Information Memorandum can be downloaded from 
our distribution partners, LightTower Partners, 
at www.lighttowerpartners.co.uk/products/seneca-
managed-storage-eis-fund-3/.

Is it possible to combine the 2 products 
utilising carry back via the Managed Storage EIS 
Fund and non-carry back through the EIS Portfolio 
Service?

Yes, although each requires a separate application form to 
be completed and each has a minimum subscription of 
£25,000. The AML process would only need to be done 
once.

Are independent reviews available on 
both products?

Allenbridge have published their reviews of both 
offerings,  both of which were rated 85. MICAP have also 
published reviews on both EIS products recently. We and 
LightBridge Partners can provide copies of the 
published Allenbridge reviews. MICAP reviews are 
available from MICAP directly.

When can investors who subscribe to the 
Portfolio Service in Q1 expect to be fully invested?

As things currently stand, we would expect them to be 
fully invested within 9 months of making their 
subscription, although in more exceptional 
circumstances it can take up to 12 months. Broadly 
speaking, we would expect them to be fully invested 
prior to the end of the calendar year.

What is the likely timeline for production of EIS3s 
for investors?

In our Portfolio Service, EIS3s are produced for each of the 
4 to 6 investments made for each investor. On average, 
these are obtained around 4 to 6 months following on 
from each investment being made but can take longer, 
particularly where an investee company does not have 4 
months relevant trading history. We are, however, in the 
hands of HMRC as they will only issue EIS3s when they are 
ready to, even though Advance Assurance was in place 
at the time the investment was made. In the case of our 
Managed Storage EIS Fund, the investee companies are 
SPVs that will need to trade for a minimum of 4 months 
before EIS3 certificates can be applied for.

If I have any queries, who should I speak to?

We are happy to deal with any queries and these can 
be via our EIS Team or our colleagues at LightTower.

Further Information

For further information about Seneca Partners, please 
email info@lighttowerpartners.co.uk or call 020 7071 
3926.

Seneca Partners are authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority. This document is 
for intermediary use only and should not be shared 
with potential investors.
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